PREFERRED VENDORS LIST

EVENT PLANNERS
Eventions by Joselyn
Gullah Parties by Barbara
Searles & Company LLC

CATERERS
Bits-N-Bytes
Caribbean Fresh
Carolima’s Lowcountry Cuisine
Farrah’s Backyard Catering
Gullah Parties by Barbara
The Drizzled Pear
Vibrant Alkaline Vegan Meals

BAR SERVICE
AOS Mobile Bar

RENTALS
IBA Rentals

FLORIST/DESIGNERS
Gullah Parties by Barbara
Your Signature Designs by Michelle
AUDIO/VISUAL

Natural Sounds Production
Southern Lighting and Sound (SLS)

VIDEOGRAPHY

Your World on Film, LLC

PHOTOGRAPHY

The Aneris Collective

TRANSPORTATION

Marquee Limo Company

EVENT INSURANCE

One Day Event
Special Event Insurance
Geico
Progressive
Allstate